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SUMMARY

PressDoc will power the Digital Media Center for the 2013 edition of the SXSWV2V
conference. Giving journalists and bloggers easy access to all announcements and news
related to the conference. Sponsors, partners and startups are allowed to publish in the
Digital Media Center for free.

SXSWV2V is a known place for product launches and news announcements, but often the
distribution of the news and press releases is still time consuming and inefficient. With a
Digital Media Center the organization of SXSWV2V offers a professional solution to distribute
news during the event to journalists and press.

Dennis van der Vliet, lead developer at PressDoc explains: "A Digital Media Center helps all
parties involved. The journalists and bloggers have a one-stop-shop to get their stories,
exhibitors and sponsors can easily reach all journalist and bloggers that are attending the
event and the organization saves precious time and gets more coverage about their event and
for its exhibitors and sponsors."

About the Digital Media Center

The Digital Media Center is specifically designed for events and trade shows by PressDoc and
based on its OpenPressRoom technology. It is a single point of entry for journalists and
bloggers attending an event. All event related news of partners, exhibitors and sponsors can
be found here, as it happens. 

The exhibitors, sponsors and event partners can create a PressDoc account which covers all
PR tools a company needs. From this account they can create and manage their own press
releases and publish in the Digital Media Center for SXSWV2v by visiting this link once and
asking permission to publish. SXSW controls access to the Digital Media Center and
distributes the 3rd party press releases to the attending journalists and bloggers. Publishing is
free for all partners, sponsors, Startup rally participants and other attendees.

http://sxswv2v.pressdoc.com/invite
http://pressdoc.com/


Professional PR suite for companies of all sorts
Besides a digital media center for events Pressdoc delivers a professional PR suite to big and
small companies. From tools to create press releases, a company press room, and a CRM
designed for press contacts to embargo options, distribution ot the news and tools to measure
the impact of your PR efforts. PressDoc is widely used and has over a thousand happy
customers.

Previous shows that used the digital media center from PressDoc include IDCEE (Kiev, 2000+
participants), How To Web (Bucharest, 1000 participants), NOAH Conference (London, 1500
participants) and TNW Latin America and Europe (2000+ participants)

Parties interested in joining the SXSWV2V Digital Media Center should follow the following
steps to gain access:

1. Create a free PressDoc account and setup your PressRoom
2. Request access to the Digital Media Center for SXSWV2V

SXSWV2V Digital Media Center
http://sxswv2v.pressdoc.com/invite

PressDoc.com
http://pressdoc.com

SXSWV2V 2013
http://sxswv2v.com/
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"A Digital Media Center helps all parties involved. The journalists and bloggers have a
one-stop-shop to get their stories, exhibitors and sponsors can easily reach all journalist
and bloggers that are attending the event and the organization saves precious time
and gets more coverage about their event, its exhibitors and sponsors."
— Dennis van der Vliet - Lead developer PressDoc
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ABOUT PR.CO

Pr.co is an online platform for engaging press releases aimed at companies and PR agencies. The Amsterdam-
based company launched in April, 2010 at The Next Web Conference. Pr.co has now over 10000 clients worldwide
and is changing the way news is written, read and distributed.
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